
Song of the Nightingale is pure escapist fun – costumes in brilliant primary colors announce that 
it is a fairy tale. Hans Christian Andersen’s semi-sweet story of the singing bird who moves the 
hearts of hearers gets the American songbook treatment in this newish (2013) musical. Song of 
the Nightingale, by Min Kahng, features amiable music, with a couple of show-stopping 
numbers (“Brown is In”, “Full Speed Ahead”) and occasionally punchy dialogue.   

The Emperor is an unpredictable, childish, incompetent, lazy hedonist with a cadre of sycophants 
and a short attention span. (Any resemblance to a current public figure is inevitable). He is 
surprisingly touched by the beauty of the living nightingale, but then immediately wants it for 
himself and pairs it with a mechanical bird so he can have the “best.” This spasmodically 
malfunctioning mechanical device appears in a blinding gold Las Vegas outfit from Elvis 
Presley’s wardrobe, and Christopher Juan nimbly animates it with vigor and deadpan solemnity.  

The artifice of the court is contrasted with the simple virtuous life of the peasants, whose plot 
line concerns a protest against the Emperor’s selfishness, and the two predestined young lovers 
(Matt Ono and Isabel Anne To) are reunited after the requisite misunderstanding. Though very 
different from Andersen’s original, Song of the Nightingale is a fairy tale in that the solution to 
complex problems is simple and complete, and it’s Americanized, with tortured self-reflection 
ending in sweet personal growth.  

The production showcases the best community theatre elements – a few professional actors to 
ensure that you surrender all doubt and happily enter the make-believe world, and enthusiastic 
amateurs who give a good name to the word “amateur” because the so obviously love what 
they’re doing. Director Michael Mohammed makes convincing use of the tiny stage for scenes 
ranging from an imperial court to a fishing village. 

Consummate professional DC Scarpelli, whose very eyebrows are Oscar-worthy, gives us an 
Emperor with exquisitely tuned physical comedy, pouting his impossible commands and 
displaying every note on the spectrum of self-indulgent mood swings. He is a treasure, and Town 
Hall is lucky to have him.  

How does it end? The narcissistic emperor has a moral awakening. Well, I said it was a fairy tale. 
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